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ACTIVE LEDs in a consumer TV product are boosted and dimmed with the video picture
content. Boosting and dimming of LEDs is a powerful means to improve visual experience,
either through the application of active LEDs in an ambient light feature or through
dimming and boosting of the display LEDs in a direct-lit video display. Active driving of
LEDs is also a significant consideration in the thermal management of a video display
product [1, 2]. However, active driving of LEDs increases the number of temperature
cycles by several orders of magnitude, and thermal cycling is well known to lead to so-
called low cycle fatigue solder joint failure. How then will active driving of LEDs affect the
lifetime of LED solder joints in a TV product?

SOLDER FATIGUE AT LONG TIME SCALE

The root cause of low cycle fatigue solder joint failure is that thermal mismatch between a
component and PCB is taken up in the deformation of the solder joint. Assume that an
SMD (Surface Mount Device) LED is subjected to an instantaneous temperature rise ΔT at
t=0 s. This results in a thermal shear strain ε  in the solder joint, proportional to the
temperature change, ε ~ΔT. At t=0s, the entire thermal strain is taken elastically. By
Hooke’s law, the shear stress σ is proportional to the elastic strain ε  with proportionality
constant G, the solder’s shear modulus G= E. Thus, at the instantaneous temperature rise
σ =G∙ε =G∙ε . At longer times the solder starts to creep, that is, to flow very slowly, and
part of the thermal strain is taken in creep strain ε . This lowers the elastic strain and
stress relaxes.

  σ = G ∙ ε  = G ∙ (ε -ε )                                     (1)
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When the creep strain equals the thermal strain, ε =ε , the elastic strain is zero and the
joint is stress-free. If the temperature is then lowered by -ΔT, the change of temperature,
with respect to the stress-free situation, will again cause a thermal mismatch, which will
again cause stress in the solder joint,-σ , which will again relax away to the stress-free
situation through solder creep. In this manner, temperature cycles result in cyclic loading,
creep and stress relaxation in the solder joint. The diagram of stress versus creep, strain is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Stress-creep strain loop from the cyclic thermal
load.

 

In each cycle, an amount of damage is incurred that is proportional to the area inside the
stress- creep strain loop. Solder joint failure occurs once the total accumulated creep
damage exceeds a certain value C, which is usually determined through an accelerated
test. Figure 1 shows that the area inside the loop for a full creep cycle up to the stress-free
situation equals σ  ∙ ε . It follows that the area of the loop is proportional to ΔT :

            Area = σ  ∙ ε  = G ∙ ε  ~ Δ (2)

A similar relationship is also found in the low-cycle fatigue law of Coffin-Manson [4], in the
work of Engelmaier [5, 6] and of Norris-Landzberg [10] in the form of fatigue exponent,
which roughly corresponds to a value 2. The quadratic dependency is also the basis for
the common design rule relating the number of cycles to failure in operation N to the
number of cycles to failure N  in an accelerated test with temperature sweep ΔT  :

The fatigue cycle shown in Figure 1 will only appear if the heating and cooling is
instantaneous, and if dwell times are sufficiently long to allow for relaxation up to the
stress-free situation. It is well-known that the durations of ramp time and dwell time have a
significant impact in accelerated temperature cycle tests [7]. Both the Engelmaier and the
Norris-Landzberg model incorporate the effect of field vs. test timing in a time factor in their
models. However, it is not obvious that these models are appropriate for short video time
cycles. Typical temperature cycle tests have at most one order of magnitude difference
from test to field condition. Since temperature effects dominate the acceleration factors, it
then becomes difficult to separate out time effects with accuracy. Furthermore, lifetime,
test timing parameters, and test temperatures are interrelated in a complex manner [10];
therefore, separation of time and temperature effects does not lend itself to extrapolating
with confidence. As an example, the Engelmaier relations were critically reviewed in [8]
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and shown not to be reliable for several cases. Hence using existing simple models
incorporating the cycle time effects is not straightforward for short video cycles and more
accurate numerical investigation using FEM is often not possible in view of limited project
resources.

Figure 2: Creep strain rate ε￬c (s-1) as a function of stress σ (MPa).
 

SOLDER FATIGUE AT SHORT TIME SCALE

The purpose of the current work is to find out the influence of short cycle times on solder
failure in a less resource-intensive manner, allowing for a better lifetime estimate in a safe
engineering envelope. Direct integration of the creep strain rate is used to determine how
much creep will actually occur in the cycle time. The flow rate or creep strain rate of solder
is extremely dependant on stress and temperature. According to Syed’s formulation of the
Schubert model for lead-free solder [9], the creep strain rate is the product of a stress-
dependent part g(σ) and a temperature-dependent part f(T).

                 g(σ) = A{sinh(Bσ)}                                 (4)C
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Table 1 shows the values for the material parameters A through D, as well as the elastic
modulus E and Poisson ratio ν.

Figure 2 shows the calculated creep strain rates for a -20°C to 85°C temperature range
and 0-300 Pa stress range.

It shows that the shear strain rate varies 28 orders of magnitude over the stress range. At
high stress levels, the extremely high creep strain rate will immediately relax the stress to
a lower level, so this part of the stress relaxation does not cost significant time. At low
stresses, the very low creep rate will result in negligible creep in the time range of 1–104
s. Figure 2 also shows that the creep strain rate varies three orders of magnitude in the
temperature range -20°C to +80°C. In contrast, from Table 1, the variation in the elastic
modulus over the same temperature range is only 14%. Therefore, in all subsequent
calculations, the shear modulus will be taken at the mean temperature of the high and the
low temperature.

Total creep in the cycle time is closely coupled to the amount of stress relaxation. The
stress relaxation curves at a certain temperature are obtained in the following way: The
shear stress is proportional to the shear strain. Taking the time derivative of Equation
1 and substituting Equation 6:

For sufficiently small increments Δσ, this can be used to find the time that it takes to
realize the stress increment.

Summing the time increments associated with the stress increments results in an
approximation of the stress relaxation over time. The whole scheme is easily implemented
in a spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 3. The corresponding stress relaxation curves at
-20°C and +85°C are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Spreadsheet implementation.
 

Similar curves can be made for different initial stress levels and different temperatures,
and these are used to determine how much stress relaxation will take place in a certain
creep time. Subsequently, the stress-creep strain cycle can be constructed.

Figure 4: Stress relaxation curves at -20°C and +85°C.
 

VIDEO LED APPLICATION

We consider an idealized temperature cycle with instantaneous temperature change and
an equal time at the high and at the low temperature. Four cases are of interest: a) the
accelerated test, b) the on/off cycle, c) a long 100 s video cycle, and d) a short 5 s video
cycle.
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Figure 5: Stress–creep strain loops.
 

Figure 5 shows the calculated stress/creep strain cycles and Table 2 the load case details
and resulting creep strain. In all cases, even in the accelerated test, creep times turn out to
be too short for full creep to occur. Figure 5 and Table 2 show that using a large
temperature step in the accelerated test case works out like intended: the area of the test
cycle is much larger compared to the use cycles.  Thus failure will be accelerated and the
failure energy value can be obtained in a shorter time. Creep in the on/ off cycle case is
slightly less complete compared to the accelerated case. Therefore using the accelerated
test to predict the number of cycles to failure as per the normal design rule in Equation
3 works out well with a sensible engineering margin of (79/71 – 1) = 11%. This is not the
case for the video cycles. Not taking the short time effect into account leads to roughly a
factor 2 underestimation in a lifetime for the long video cycle. In case of the short video
cycle, the temperature excursions are all taken elastically, no creep damage is incurred
and use of Equation 3 is not appropriate at all. This shows that for short cycle times the
time effect must be taken into account for correct lifetime prediction of the solder joints.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The effect of short creep time on low cycle fatigue failure of SMD LEDs was investigated. It
was shown that for an idealized case with instantaneous temperature change, full creep
i.e. stress relaxation to the stress free level and with temperature independent elastic
moduli, the creep damage per cycle is proportional to ΔT2. Direct integration was used to
construct stress relaxation curves incorporating the highly non-linear behavior of the lead
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free solder as per the Syed/Schubert model; these were used to construct a simplified
stress-strain fatigue cycle, incorporating the effect of creep time. Application to active
LEDs in a TV product demonstrated the validity of accelerated testing and the ΔT  design
rule to product on/off cycles. In contrast, this was not the case for the typical video cycle
times.

The short cycle times only allow for partial creep, doing less damage per cycle, and so the
use of the uncorrected design rule leads to under prediction of solder joint lifetime. At very
short cycle times, the cyclic thermal mismatch is taken fully in elastic excursions with no
creep at all, and low cycle fatigue is not the appropriate failure mode. Although the
complexity of the solder joint fatigue cycle was very much simplified in the work, the
approach was shown to be of merit in clarifying main effects in low cycle solder fatigue,
and in enabling correct first order engineering estimations using only a commercial
spreadsheet.
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